Abstract-Merging MPLS into multicast routing protocol in Mobile Ad hoc network is an elegant method to enhance the network performance and an efficient solution for multicast scalability and control overhead problems. Based on the Wireless MPLS technology, the mechanism and evaluation of a new multicast protocol, the Label Switching Multicast Routing Protocol (LSMRP) is presented in this paper.
I. INTRODUCTION
An ad hoc network is a network that is dynamically reconfigurable, rapidly deployable, and does not depend on a fixed infrastructure or a central administration. Efficient multicasting in Mobile Ad hoc network faces challenges not encountered in other types of networks such as the mobility of nodes, the tenuous status of communication links, limited resources, and indefinite knowledge of the network topology. In the designing space of multicast protocol, trade-offs must be made between some metrics such as scalability and reliability, flexibility and generality, efficiency and fairness etc. to reach a special objective. On the other hand, the application environments and connection with the Internet require that multicasting should support Quality-of-Service. This is a more challenging requirement because of the inherent characteristics of Mobile Ad hoc Network [1] .
MPLS as a QOS provisioning tool has emerged as an elegant solution to meet the bandwidth-management and service requirements for next generation IP based backbone network. We think that multicast and MPLS are two complementary technologies and multicasting over MPLS networks can benefit from the reduction of multicast traffic on one hand, and MPLS' flexibility, speed and quality of service on the other hand. Merging MPLS into multicast routing protocol in Mobile Ad hoc network is not only a viable approach, but an elegant solution to enhance the network performance and an efficient solution for multicast scalability and control overhand problems.
In this paper, we present at first the mechanism of a new multicast protocol, the Label Switching Multicast Routing Protocol (LSMRP) for Mobile Ad hoc network, which is based on Wireless MPLS technology.
Secondly, to enable completely separating of control plane and data plane in the mobile ad hoc network, a framework for MAC layer multicast packet forwarding is proposed. A forwarding node in a multicast group can shift the packet forwarding functionality away from the host processor to the wireless network interface card. This is made possible by carrying a label in RTS/ACK control packet of the 802.11 DCF channel access scheme which allowed the MAC layer to determine the packet's next hop. Using this novel label-driven packet forwarding mechanism within LSMRP multicast architecture can dramatically enhance the performance of the whole networks.
Finally, we conducted an extensive performance evaluation of LSMRP and ODMRP (On-Demand Multicast Routing Protocol) [2] which explores the effectiveness of different multicast mechanisms in a wide range of Mobile Ad hoc network simulation scenarios. The results of simulation show that LSMRP works well and generates less control packet overhead than ODMRP.
II. LABEL SWITCHING MULTICAST ROUTING MECHANISM
To enable MPLS based multicasting, the multicast tree with JOIN (), LEAVE (), DESTROY (), and RPF () messages should be directly implemented in LDP signaling protocol. With new and extended messages introduced to the CD-LDP, LSMRP sets up and maintains multicast forwarding state in an on-demand fashion. The features of LSMRP can be summarized as follows:
• LSMRP is designed to work independently of the unicast protocol used in the Mobile Ad hoc network and can thus work with any unicast protocol or even without a unicast protocol.
• LSMRP is completely distributed and does not rely on any centralized coordination or control.
• LSMRP adapts its behavior to various network conditions and different sending pattern, can automatically switch to appropriate forwarding topology (tree, mesh, and network-wide flooding) to enable efficient multicasting.
• LSMRP uses no periodic control packet, periodic neighbor sensing, or periodic routing • LSMRP uses label-driven packet forwarding mechanism to separate control plane and data plane in the Mobil Ad hoc network.
All the features above are derived from the flexibility of label-driven packet forwarding mechanism in MPLS.
A. Multicast Extension to CR-LDP protocol
LSMRP uses CR-LDP signaling protocol to support multicast operations such as forwarding topology setting up and maintenance. Due to the lack of multicast mechanism in CR-LDP (RFC 3212), it's necessary to introduce new objects into signaling messages within CR-LDP [3, 5, 6] .
Objects in CR-LDP are encoded into TLVs (type, length, and value) so as to make the protocol extendable. In LSMRP, there are a few of TLVs [10, 13] are modified to support necessary multicast operations, which include multicast Forwarding Equivalence Classes (FEC) and extended Notification Message used to carry the control packets.
In an ingress router, FEC is assigned to every packet which enters into a WMPLS network, and then is encoded into a fixed-length value according to relative information carried by packet, and thus the Label is generated. Ingress router can use various-level information (network layer, transport layer, and even application layer) contained in a packet to assign FECs to obtain various objectives.
LSMRP has defined a new kind of FEC called Multicast FEC, which is illustrated by Fig. 1 . The Multicast FEC is encoded using multicast group address and IP address of the multicast source node, then multicast packets with the same group address or source address are assigned to the same FEC.
When multicasting in a WMPLS network begin, LSMRP takes the sender wireless node as an ingress router, and every node in multicast forwarding mesh will allocate a local Label to each incoming packet according to its FEC. Then, multicast forwarding will be driven by the Label. [7, 8, 11] Assigning FEC to multicast packets is crucial to the performance of LSMRP. The assigning method is flexible in order to meet various demands in a specific application, and this mechanism can also provide solutions to implement QoS Routing and Flow Engineering in wireless ad hoc network. [9, 12, 15] 
B. Messages in LSMRP
LSMRP uses ten types of message to implement communication among multicast nodes, and to support all multicast operations. All of the messages are formatted based on standard CR-LDP signaling protocol. [10] 1. Label-Request Message This message is used by multicast source node to notify all of its multicast members of the FEC which it has assigned. And the message will be sent out either by network flooding when a multicast tree is setup at first time, or by unicast via reverse path route (RPF) when reply the Local-Repair-REQ message during a local repair process.
2. Label-Mapping Message This message is sent out by multicast receiver and forwarder to allocate local label according to the known FEC and establish the multicast label switching path (LSP).
3. Label-Mapping RPLY Message This message is used by source node to confirm the receiver's acknowledgment of FEC, and will be sent out by the source node via RPF.
JOIN-REQ Message
This message is used by multicast receiver either to establish a new multicast tree or to notify the source node of the multicast forwarding mash failure. The message will be sent out in three cases: when the receiver will setup multicast tree at first time, when waiting for LabelMapping-RPLY message is timeout, and when a global mesh repair process is initiated.
Local-Repair-REQ Message
This message is used to notify the source node of the upstream link failure, and will be sent out by the node which firstly detects link failure.
6. Local-Repair-Notification Message This message is used to notify the downstream nodes that a local repair process has already begun, and thus can prevent repeated repair processes initiated by downstream nodes which have detected the upstream link failure.
7. Global-Repair-REQ Message This message is used by multicast receiver to notify the source node that a global repair process will be initiated. The message is sent out through network flooding when receiver's waiting time for Label-RPLY message exceeds threshold.
8. Keep-Alive Message This message is used by multicast source node to keep alive the forwarding mesh for a period of time when there are no packets to send out temporarily.
9. Label-Release Message This message is used by multicast source node to release an assigned FEC throughout the whole forwarding mesh, and is sent out whenever a multicast session is over.
Label-Withdraw Message
This message is sent out by multicast receiver through broadcast with one hop count to notify upstream nodes of its leave from the multicast group.
C. Data Structure
LSMRP uses following data structures stored in every wireless node to support all multicasting operations:
1. Forwarding Equivalence Classes (FEC) table, {FEC, actor, local label, packet interval time, time factor, keep alive count, pointer to output Label}, which is used to manage FEC information and maintain multicasting topology. FEC table is illustrated in Fig. 2 . Fig. 3 .
• Message Type: type of received control packet.
• Node ID: identification of node which send the control packet.
• Message ID: sequence number of the control packet.
• FEC: the FEC value contained in the received control packet.
• Previous Hop: MAC address of the previous hop node.
• Hop Count: counter of hops from local node to upstream node which sends the control packet. 3. Output Label table, {status flag, output label, MAC address}, manages information concerning packet forwarding. Output Label table is illustrated in Fig. 4 .
• Status flag: when it is set, it denotes a long-term output label.
• Output Label: the label corresponds to the FEC.
• MAC Address: MAC address of the next hop.
D. Setting up Multicast Topology
LSMRP sets up multicast topology in an on-demand fashion, and the whole process can be initiated by both source and destination node. Fig. 5 illustrates the process of setting up multicast topology initiated by source node.
When a sender has the first multicast packet to send, it launches an initiating process which includes assigning FEC to packets flow, computing sending-interval according to various application mode, and generating a new FEC table item etc. Then, it generates and sends a Label-Request message through flooding. During the setup process, not only a multicasting tree but also a mesh is generated. These two kinds of forwarding topology can work alternatively to match the varying network environment. This is made possible by down-stream nodes sending Label-Mapping message to up-stream nodes with two different modes: unicasting via inverse path and flooding. Nodes which have received the Label-Mapping message can potentially become forwarding nodes of the multicasting mesh. Thus, the multicast topology is determined by destination nodes according to their judgments to the network conditions, and source nodes have no need to maintain the multicast topology.
E. UniDirectional Link Problem
In LSMRP, Reverse Path Route (RPF) is often needed for multicast nodes to exchange their interactive information. Unfortunately, in wireless ad hoc networks, unidirectional links occur for several reasons: non uniform transmit power, non uniform background noise, and external interference. LSMRP is designed with the goals to achieve complete route discovery by utilizing unidirectional links. No additional overhead is introduced when there are no unidirectional links.
To understand how LSMRP works, consider the example in When node B sends Label-Mapping message to node A via RPF, the unidirectional link AàB can be detected with the help of ACK handshaking and often also RTS/CTS handshaking in the IEEE 802.11 DCF MAC. Then node B initiates a detour-path finding procedure in order to send Label-Mapping message to node A via this detour-path.
In LSMRP, finding a path means flagging all the nodes along the path as forwarding nodes. Upon detecting a unidirectional link, LSMRP will discover a detour loop and will flag nodes that are part of the path from node B to node A in the loop. To start, the Label-Request message is flooded from B into the network. The flood reaches node A through the path BàCàDàA. Upon receiving the Label-Request message, node A sends back a Label-Mapping message using the reverse path. The detour loop discovery procedure will find the loop (BàCàDàAàB) and (BàEàFàCàB), and LSMRP accepts only loops in which one node is closer to source than the initiator itself. This guarantees convergence.
F. Adapting to Varying Network Environments
Forwarding topology is the key element to affect the performance of Mobile Ad hoc Network, and it should have the ability to adapt to changing environment. LSMRP uses three different kinds of topology which can be dynamically shifted to appropriately match the varying network conditions and different kinds of application modes. They are: multicasting tree, multicasting mesh, and flooding. Fig. 7 shows how these three kinds of topology shift during a multicast session.
• tree to mesh
After the first round of setup, packets are forwarded via a multicast tree. Whenever a receiver does not receive Label-Mapping RPLY message within a given time slot, it will flood the Label-Mapping message to launch the second round setup process. Then, each neighbor node will set a temporary output label for the receiver, and packets will be forwarded via a mesh during a period of time.
• mesh to tree When source node receive Label-Mapping message via flooding, it will echo with a LabelMapping RPLY message via an optimal inverse path to the destination. Nodes on this path will set an output label for destination node with a period of time longer than that of temporary label. Then, the forwarding topology shifts to a tree again.
• mesh to flooding To handle with link failure problem in Mobile Ad hoc network, forwarding nodes will frequently launch the local repair process. Whenever source node finds there are too much repairing, it can be determine that the network topology is under too much frequent fluctuation. Then, source node will take steps to send packets via flooding by which label switching is not used.
• flooding to tree When receiver senses the flooding packets, it will launch the next stage setup process, and a new multicasting tree will be formed to match the new network environment.
III. MAC LAYER PACKET FORWARDING THROUTH LABEL SWITCHING
LSMRP uses label-switching mechanism in network layer to maintain multicast topology effectively. In order to get better network performance, there is a need to separate the packet forwarding from network layer to MAC layer, and implement MAC layer forwarding through label switching [3] . This demands MAC layer has the ability to identify the next hop of packets. LSMRP transfers Label-switching Forwarding table to MAC layer synchronically, so that MAC layer can determine the next hop of packets without any operation in network layer [4] .
The ACK mechanism in MAC layer is crucial for LSMRP to sense changes of network topology [5] . Therefore, we use IEEE 802.11 DCF as the media access control protocol and extend it to support label-switching in MAC layer. Fig.8 and Fig. 9 depicts the extending messages and time slots used by LSMRP. When network-layer forwarding works in mesh and flooding pattern, MAC layer will broadcast to all neighboring nodes, which will in turn receive all broadcasting frames and determine whether to forward them. Broadcasting will waste processing resources of some irrelevant nodes [6] . To solve this problem, LSMRP uses Wireless MPLS packet format to carry data-load and implement constrained broadcasting. In the header of WMPLS packet, the label stack can carry multiple output labels on demand. A convergence node in multicast topology sends packets in this multi-label fashion, which can be used by neighboring nodes to determine whether to forward or just to drop these packets.
IV SIMULATION RESULTS
We use Network Simulator 2.1b8 with CMU wireless extensions to evaluate the performance of LSMRP. And we choose the On Demand Multicast Routing Protocol (ODMRP) as a comparison.
A. Network and Communication Model
The minimum degree of node v in the network is d , and the minimum number of common neighbors shared by two neighbors u and v is 0 d . Accidental collisions and interference are possible, but deliberate collisions by faulty nodes are not allowed. Address-spoofing is also assumed not to occur, i.e. for each message, the node that put that message on the air is uniquely and correctly identifiable. If a node transmits a message, the probability that a neighbor successfully receivers it is s p . Thus possible errors due to fading, interference etc. are subsumed in the error probability ( )
. We define a timeout T and a probability a p such that if a packet was put into a node's outgoing queue at time t, then with probability at least a p , it gets a chance to transmit it by time t T + . The choice of T is such that a p may be large.
It may be obtained via loose estimates on network density (and hence contention). All nodes possess a single transceiver and operate on a single channel. They also use a single transmission rate, and all valid messages are of a predetermined (and equal) size. We assume that the minimum time between two successive packet transmissions is t δ . Note that t δ can be no less than the transmission time of a packet, the maximum propagation delay is holds. This condition ensures that if a node sends out two different messages on the same channel, then the nodelocal time at which any non-faulty node receives the later message shall always be greater than the node-local time at which any non-faulty node receives the first message. Distinct messages sent by a particular source are distinguished via identifiers that we shall denote as id. The id is a number in some range [0, ] MAX . Individual nodes choose the sequence of ids for their messages in some privately determined pseudo-random manner (such that ids are re-used only after large intervals of time). Thus, if a node sends two conflicting versions of the same message, it implies that they both have the same id, but different values. Messages are represented as m (src, id, value). We assume that value can take values 0 or 1.
B. Simulation System Model
We consider an ad hoc network consisting of N mobile nodes, having a uniform stationary distribution over a error receiver (MMSE). All nodes use independent, randomly generated and normalized spreading sequences of length L . For simplicity, we assume that all nodes transmit with the same power, t P , and we define the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), as the ratio between the transmitted power and the noise power:
As in [11] , we consider a transmitter oriented protocol, in which each transmitting node has its own signature sequence. Although this implementation yields more complex receivers and longer acquisition times, it has very good capturing probabilities, allowing multiple packet reception at the same receiver node. To avoid collisions, multiple concurrent transmissions from the same node are not allowed; instead transmissions from one node to multiple destination nodes are time multiplexed. We assume that all nodes are active at a given time (to transmit their own packets or relayed traffic), although the analysis can be easily extended to the case in which only a fraction β of nodes are active (in which case interference is reduced by a factor of1 / β ).
The path loss model is usually characterized by three zones: the near field zone, the free space path loss zone and the excess path loss zone. The near field zone extends to a distance of nodes within 1000*800m 2 , and 300 nodes within 2200*1260m 2 ; 2m/s motion velocity.
• Communication scenario: multicast sender and receiver join group randomly; multiple groups is allowed with maximum 10 senders and 50 receivers per group; the packet flow type is CBR.
C. Metrics
• Packet Delivery Ratio (PDR) measures ratio of successfully received packets within a group and all sent packets by multicast sender.
• End-to-End Delay (EED) measures the average delay from sender to receivers in a group. • Affection of various number of sender When the number of sender increases, LSMRP remains a relatively high PDR, while ODMRP exhibits a slow decrease of PDR. The reason of these phenomena is that more senders will generate more flooding packets in ODMRP, and then the packet crashing ratio became higher and higher, eventually leads to large number of dropped packets. Our study proved that using MPLS with multicast in the Mobile Ad hoc network has many benefits not only for reducing multicast forwarding states but also for traffic engineering and QoS issues. Merging MPLS into multicast routing protocol in Mobile Ad hoc network will give rise to more potential advantages, such as saving more processing resources and energy of mobile host, timely adapting to the network conditions with protocol's behavior, and extending wired network services to wireless network more conveniently, etc.
